§ 52.1025  Control strategy: Particulate matter.

(a) The revisions to the control strategy resulting from the modification to the emission limitations applicable to the sources listed below or resulting from the change in the compliance date for such sources with the applicable emission limitation is hereby approved. All regulations cited are air pollution control regulations of the State unless otherwise noted. (See §52.1023 for compliance schedule approvals and disapprovals pertaining to one or more of the sources below.)

(b) The revision to the incinerator particulate emission standard submitted on August 26, 1976 is disapproved because of provisions therein which would interfere with the attainment and maintenance of national ambient air quality standards.

(c) The revision to the incinerator particulate emission standard submitted on November 18, 1976 is disapproved because of provisions therein which would interfere with the attainment and maintenance of national ambient air quality standards.

(d) The revision to the open burning regulation submitted on December 7, 1976 is disapproved because of provisions therein which would interfere with the attainment and maintenance of national ambient air quality standards.


§ 52.1026  Review of new sources and modifications.

The program to review operation and construction of new and modified major stationary sources in non-attainment areas is approved as meeting the requirements of part D as amended by the CAAA of 1990.


§ 52.1027  Rules and regulations.

(a) Part D—Conditional Approval.

(b) Non-Part D—No Action. EPA is neither approving nor disapproving the following elements of the revisions identified in §52.1020(C)(10):

(1) Intergovernmental consultation.
(2) Interstate pollution notification requirements.
(3) Public notification requirements.
(4) Conflict of Interest requirements.
(5) Permit fees.


§ 52.1028  [Reserved]

§ 52.1029  Significant deterioration of air quality.

The program to review operation and construction of new and modified major stationary sources in attainment areas is approved as meeting the requirements of Part C.

[45 FR 6786, Jan. 30, 1980]

§ 52.1030  Control strategy: Sulfur oxides.

(a) The revision to Regulation 100.6 (Chapter 106) "Low Sulfur Fuel Regulation" for the Metropolitan Portland Air Quality Control Region, submitted by the Governor of Maine on August 25, 1977, is approved with the exception of paragraph 100.6.5(b) which allows the Commissioner of the Department of Environmental Protection to grant variances to Regulation 100.6.

[47 FR 948, Jan. 8, 1982]

§ 52.1031  EPA-approved Maine regulations.

The following table identifies the State regulations which have been submitted to and approved by EPA as revisions to the Maine State Implementation Plan. This table is for informational purposes only and does not have any independent regulatory effect. To determine regulatory requirements for a specific situation consult the plan identified in §52.1020. To the extent